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During the first two quarters of 2022, the Malaysian economy 
continued its recovery by registering a 5.0% and an 8.9% 
expansion while supported by a steady resurgence in the labour 
market and a more robust domestic demand. As the country 
approached endemicity and reopened international borders, the 
service sector accelerated to a 12.0% YoY growth.

That being said, the global economic outlook remained weak due 
to ongoing military conflicts in Ukraine, aggressive tightening of 
the United States monetary policies and an overestimated 
recovery of the economy in China.

With the increase in interest rate hikes and the uncertain outlook 
amid economic recovery, PropertyGuru Malaysia’s Sale Demand 
Index showed a decline of 6.4% QoQ when compared to the 
previous year.

It was seen that the sale demand was 42.4% lower as buyers 
recalibrated their decisions. However, PropertyGuru Malaysia’s 
Property Asking Price Index exhibited an increase of 1.3% QoQ as 
sellers had the financial capability to hold out.

Even though the economic outlook experienced a downcast, the 
Malaysian Government revealed its expansionary 2023 Budget 
that seemingly would ease some of the pressures on home 
buyers.

Conversely, Malaysians seem to be holding back in view of 
possible revisions to the announced budget. As the market 
picked up to find its new equilibrium, our data indicated that 
overall transaction prices in H1 2022 were higher than that of the 
previous year. Furthermore, with the widened price gap between 
buyers and sellers, sales and demand for private homes could 
potentially decline.

However, vast uncertainties in the year ahead make it challenging 
for projections made at this juncture to remain entirely accurate 
as positive changes to public policy, federal incentives and 
economic prospects could impact the property market for the 
better.
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2022: A Year in Review
In relation to the PropertyGuru Malaysia Consumer Sentiment Study H2 2022 
conducted between 16 June 2022 and 30 July 2022, fewer Malaysians felt they 
could afford to purchase a home. The affordability rating dropped 7 points from 
62 in H1 2022 to 56 in H2 2022.

More than 4 in 5 potential buyers showed a preference for purchasing Malaysian 
properties in new development projects. More than half of the respondents 
expressed that they preferred buying properties in mature townships.

56
H2 2022

62
H1 2022

2022: A year in review
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From Pandemic to Endemic: The Merit of 
Recovery Upended by a Bleak Economic 
Outlook
The optimistic changes from a steadily recovering Malaysian 
economy as the country entered the endemic phase encouraged 
asking prices to increase. The following standard operating 
procedures were made more lenient as of the 1st of April 2022.

1. S&P Global Malaysia Manufacturing PMI™ - New orders moderate for first time in six months

While the economic recovery has boosted the residential market, 
the Russian-Ukrainian conflict and the downturn in Chinese 
economic growth affected the pace. The Russian-Ukrainian 
conflict propelled the rate of inflation causing the United States 
Federal Reserve Board (Fed) to tighten its monetary policies by 
aggressively raising their policy rates.

The hike in interest rates caused the global consumer demand to 
dwindle and in turn, its impact cascaded into the manufacturing 
sector in Malaysia. Based on the S&P PMI1, the momentum of 
the Malaysian manufacturing sector declined as the PMI fell back 
below the 50.0 mark in September.

Looking Back at 2022

International borders reopened for travel into 
Malaysia.

Business operating hours are no longer limited.

Wearing facemasks remain mandatory.

Lifting the 50% capacity limit for event venues.

Reopening Safely With More Lenient Standard Operating 
Procedures
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Looking Back at 2022

Price Index

Q3
2022

Q2
2022

1.3% QoQ2% QoQ

3.3% increase from 2021

1% QoQ

Q1
2022

Penang

0.1%
QoQ
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0.8%
QoQ

Kuala Lumpur

1.7%
QoQ

Johor

3.6%
QoQ

The PropertyGuru Malaysia Price Index which tracks the movement of prices via property listings on PropertyGuru, recorded increases of 
1% to 2% QoQ in Q1 and Q2 2022. The price index extended the increase by 1.3% QoQ in Q3, culminating in a 3.3% increase from the 
previous year.

The median prices in the four major Malaysian markets of Johor (3.6% QoQ), Kuala Lumpur (1.7% QoQ), Penang (0.1% QoQ) and Selangor 
(0.8% QoQ) all recorded price increases in the third quarter, with Johor showing the largest hikes on both a quarterly and an annual basis.

PropertyGuru Malaysia Price Index

Median Prices in Four Major Malaysian Markets
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With the reopening of the Singapore-Malaysia land border, the demand for rooms increased with Malaysians working in Singapore having a 
preference for maintaining residence in Johor due to relatively higher rental pricing in the island city. The increase in rental demand, coupled 
with exchange rates favouring Singapore buyers, helped to support the prices.

Looking Back at 2022
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Looking Back at 2022

Supply Index
The higher asking prices significantly boosted the number of property listings in 2022. According to the PropertyGuru Supply Index which 
is based on the overall volume of listed properties, there was an increase of 0.3% QoQ during the first quarter and gained pace in the 
second and third quarters moving up by 6.2% and 14.8% QoQ respectively.
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While the Supply Index and Price Index both increased, the 
demand trend appeared to be more diverse. During the first 
quarter of 2022, the demand weakened due to the expiry of the 
Home Ownership Campaign (HOC). However, the reopening of 
borders and relaxation of social distancing measures helped 
boost demand in the second quarter. The latent demand was 
strong, as reflected by a 7.9% QoQ increase in the Sale Demand 
Index, during the second quarter. However, pressures from 
higher interest rates caused the index to decrease by 6.4% QoQ 
in the third quarter.

The decline in the Demand Index which tracks the number of 
enquiries of all properties for sale listings on PropertyGuru 
Malaysia, suggests that the buying sentiments were more 
cautious.

Buying trends appeared to be more conservative due to 
inflation and to a much larger extent, higher borrowing costs. 
The Malaysian Department of Statistics stated that the 
inflation for the period of January to August 2022 increased by 
3.1% when compared to the same period of the previous year.

Demand Index
Looking Back at 2022
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The demand for homes fell based on our proprietary database in H1 2022, but the median transacted prices maintained. The fall in 
demand was due to specific segments of buyers being priced out of the market and subsequently needing to recalibrate their 
preferences. That said, buyers with financial means to make purchases of homes entered the market due to a “fear of missing out” 
(FOMO).

Our sentiment study exhibited that most of the respondents expected interest and inflation rates to increase in 2023. Additionally, it’s 
anticipated that properties will be good hedges against inflation by prospective buyers. FOMO consequently caused the median 
transacted prices to be maintained at the same level as seen in 2021 H2.
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Looking Back at 2022
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The Malaysian Government raised the OPR rate to 2.75% in their 
November 2022 meeting. The interest rate hikes will add pressure 
to some segments of household loan borrowers, but the Central 
Bank has assured that risks associated with such borrowers are 
expected to be contained.

The banks’ share of household loans as high credit risks declined 
to 7.9% from 8.5% in December 2021. The household debt to GDP 
ratio has also reverted closer to pre-pandemic levels at 84.5%.

Balancing 
Prudence and 
Progressive 
Policies

Looking Back at 2022

In view of the USA’s Federal Reserve System rate hikes and the 
global economic situation, Bank Negara Malaysia also raised its 
Overnight Policy Rate (OPR) by 25 basis points to 2.25% in July. 
They raised the OPR again to 2.5% in September and once more 
in November to 2.75%.

2.75% in November 2022

2.25% in July 2022

Bank Negara Malaysia
Overnight Policy Rate (OPR)
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The budgets of prospective purchasers2 were scrimped, and the 
demand declined correspondingly. According to the CSS H2 
2022, the affordability rating dropped 7 points from 62 in H1 
2022 to 56 in H2 2022.

PropertyGuru Malaysia’s
Affordability Rating

H1 2022 H2 2022

62
56

2. S&P Global Malaysia Manufacturing PMI™ - New orders moderate for first time in six months

Looking Back at 2022
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Government Schemes Built to 
Support Home Ownership in 2022

Malaysia Family Home Ownership Programme

Keluarga Malaysia Home Ownership Initiative (i-MILIKI)

Exemption for Sale and 
Purchase Agreements 
completed between 1 
June 2022 and 
December 2023

100% Stamp Duty 
exemption for first-time 
homeowners purchasing 
properties priced RM 
500,000 and below

50% Stamp Duty exemption 
for homeowners purchasing 
properties priced between
RM 500,000 and
RM 1 million

Achieve the target of 500,000 affordable 
housing units set under the 12th Master Plan

Launch of Residential Property Financing Initiative 
(i-Biaya)

Looking Back at 2022
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Budget 2023: Helping middle and low-income households to purchase homes


The measures will help partially offset recessionary 
pressures


Based on the CSS H2 2022, more than 2 in 3 buyers plan to 
buy a house under the Home Ownership Campaign (HOC)


While it is a lite version of HOC, demand is likely to pick up 
as a result

Allocations extended by the Government
on the housing front:

Type somethingProjected outcomes from the allocations:


The Government offered stamp duty discounts of up 
to 75% for houses worth between RM 500,000 to RM 1 
million


Another RM 3 billion has been set aside for Housing 
Guarantee Credit Schemes (HGCS)


A total of RM 367 million is allocated to building public 
housing under the "Program Perumahan Rakyat" (PPR) 
scheme, bringing benefits to 12,400 new residents

The 15th Malaysian General Elections (GE15) that happened on 19 November 2022, added a layer of uncertainty as buyers and sellers are 
likely waiting for potential revisions to these policies following the election results before deciding on their transactions.

Looking Back at 2022
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Key Trends That Will 
Impact the Property 
Sector in 2023

Key Trends That Will 
Impact the Property 
Sector in 2023



With a median age of 30.3, a significant portion of the Malaysian 
population consists of Millennials (born roughly between 1981-
1996). This demographic is most likely to be home seekers and 
could shape the market over the next five years.

Housing affordability is a key concern among millennials amid 
the uncertain economic outlook and heightened housing costs. 
Based on the CSS H2 2022, most of the respondents expect 
increases in interest rates, inflation and property prices. As such, 
this segment of home seekers would likely need government 
assistance to transition into home ownership.

The Government's latest measures and potential budget may 
help relieve some of the cost pressures young home buyers face. 
However, there are also segments of society missing out on 
assistance. If home prices continue to soar, this would eventually 
push some prospective buyers to continue renting.

Housing Affordability Among 
Millennials

More than half of the Malaysian population (1.73 
million people) are aged between 10 - 40 years old3

52.5%

2 in 3 survey respondents 
would have bought a property 
if HOC was extended4

3. Department of Statistics of Malaysia. (2021). Current Population Estimates Malaysia 2021.
4. PropertyGuru Consumer Sentiment Survey H2 2022

Key Trends That Will Impact the Property Sector in 2023
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Environmental 
Concerns Coming 
to the Forefront
The floods that hit Malaysia in late 2021 and early 2022 caused 
significant damage amounting to RM 6.1 billion in losses5. The 
abruptness and severity of these urban flash floods have raised 
concerns over climate change and environmental disasters.

The government plans for a long-term flood mitigation strategy to 
adapt to climate change with a total value of RM 15 billion. The 
main projects that will be carried out include the implementation 
of the Sabo Dam project, the construction of a dual-function 
reservoir pool, the upgrading of the weather forecast system and 
an additional phase of the Lembangan Sungai Bersepadu project. 
The National Disaster Management Agency (NADMA) will also 
allocate a total of RM 174 million for the following year.

According to a special report published by DOSM in 2021, home 
buyers show more interest in locations on higher elevations 
without a history of floods. As a result, properties in flood-prone 
districts may see drastic drops in prices. Most homeowners will 
also take up some form of insurance to protect their homes from 
climate change.

5. Special Report on Impact of Floods in Malaysia 2021

Key Trends That Will Impact the Property Sector in 2023

2 in 3 survey respondents are willing to pay higher 
premiums for insurance against the effects of 

climate change

worry about
landslides

83%

specify floods are a 
major concern

92%
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The oversupply situation showed improvement in H1 2022, as the 
total number of overhang units decreased by 7.5% to 34,092 units 
against the preceding half. The total value of overhang units was 
4.7% lower than H2 2021. Despite a marginal improvement in 
overhang, the volume remains high when compared to the 
previous periods between H1 2019 to H1 2021. It remains 
premature to opine whether improvement can be sustained, given 
the challenging outlook of 2023.

Overhang units in the high-end segment priced above RM 500,000 
took up the largest market share at 43.4% (14,794 units). The rest 
were equally distributed at 28.3% between units priced in the 
affordable range (RM 300,000 and below) and mid-level range
(RM 300,001- RM 500,000).

Overhang 
Improves but the 
Numbers
Remain High

Residential Market Status H1 2020 - H1 2022

Source: DataSense
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Johor recorded the highest overhang in the country, accounting 
for 6,040 units (17.7%) of the national total worth RM 4.73 
billion, followed by Penang with 5,508 units and Selangor with 
5,156 units.

Residential Overhang, Unsold Under Construction 
and Not Constructed in Major States H1 2022
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Attracting Wealthy Foreign Purchasers
The government introduced a new "residence by investment" visa, 
officially named the Premium Visa Programme (PViP), targeting 
high-net-worth individuals seeking to invest and reside in Malaysia.

The program grants successful applicants access to Malaysia for 
20 years with visas issued at five-year intervals for a maximum of 
four times. 

According to the government, they have received 20,000 
applications within the first week following the announcement even 
though the application process only began on 1 October 2022.

However, PViP is not a replacement for the “Malaysia My 2nd 
Home Programme” which was more focused on retirees. The 
objective of PViP is to draw in more foreign investments in order to 
strengthen the economy and create jobs for Malaysians. The new 
visa programme is expected to attract more demand to the four 
major property markets.

Key Trends That Will Impact the Property Sector in 2023
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Macro Economic 
Trends That Will Impact 
the Property Sector



Macro Economic Trends That Will Impact the Property Sector

According to the Budget 2023, the Malaysian economy is 
estimated to grow by 6.5% to 7% in 2022 and 4% to 5% in 2023. 
While the economy is supported by the recovery of the service 
sector in 2022, the 2023 outlook seems less certain primarily due 
to the prolonged Russian-Ukrainian conflict and China's 
economic slowdown.

The US Federal Reserve continues to tighten its monetary policy 
to arrest inflation. However, the higher rates imply consumption 
of goods will decrease, and that will exert pressure on economic 
growth. Additionally, it will place a heavier burden on buyers.

In spite of the expected slower growth, the asking prices are likely 
to be sticky and the price gap between buyers and sellers is 
expected to widen.

Worsened 
Economic Outlook 
May Impact Sales 
Volume
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Another RM 1.3 billion has been allocated to expand the 5G 
network nationwide to over 70% of highly populated areas. The 
Budget measures will catalyse the pace of digitalisation if 
approved.

According to a study by Google, Temasek and Bain & Company, 
Malaysia's 2021 Gross Merchandise Value (GMV) is expected to 
reach 35 billion US dollars, growing at 14% CAGR.
The expansion of the digital economy will create new jobs and 
wealth which will subsequently support the long-term growth of 
demand and housing market prices.

Digitalisation of the Economy Can Aid 
Housing Growth

Macro Economic Trends That Will Impact the Property Sector

The digital economy is already one of the key economic pillars 
contributing to 22.6% of the country’s gross domestic product and 
is set to increase to 25.5% by 2025.

To achieve sustainable long-term growth, the government will 
continue to support digitalisation, adopting technology and 
innovation. On 4 July 2022, the Government launched “Malaysia 
Digital” to accelerate the growth of the nation's digital economy.
Under Budget 2023, about RM 700 million has been allocated to 
the National Digital Network 2023, in order to implement digital 
connectivity in 47 industrial areas and nearly 3700 schools. 
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Big Property 
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Big Property Bets in 2023

Fear of Missing Out
In spite of housing becoming more expensive to own, about 54% 
of respondents in the CSS H2 2022 showed intention to purchase 
a property within the next two years, particularly among the older 
and high-income groups. Properties are often deemed a good 
hedge against inflation.

While the economic growth is likely to slow in 2023, buyers are 
unlikely to find asking prices declining with the labour market 
remaining tight. Additionally, developers’ margins are narrowed 
due to higher construction costs.

The building materials cost index (BCI) for all building categories 
in Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak increased between 
0.2% to 22.0% in August 2022 as compared to a year ago. Hence, 
prices are likely to remain.

Notwithstanding the challenging 
economic outlook, property seekers 

are unlikely to find home prices coming 
down any time soon. Owners have the 
financial power to wait out and would 

prefer to transact when there is greater 
clarity in the near horizon
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With borrowing costs on the rise, sales are expected to be slower. 
However, investors already owning properties are less affected by 
changes in interest rates.  It is likely that investors were able to 
partially offset any increase in borrowing costs through their 
capital gains or by increasing rental rates.

Based on our proprietary database of real estate transactions, 
condominium purchases by investors eased by 1% YoY in H1 2022 
compared to an 18.2% drop YoY for first-time home buyer 
purchases within the same period.

While the number of home purchases by first-time home buyers 
saw a double-digit decline for most home types, the decline for 
bungalow purchases was not as steep at -8.6%. Out of the various 
property types, terraced homes continued to account for the bulk 
of transactions made in H1 2022.

Investors Are Less 
Concerned About 
Increasing Interest 
Rates

Source: DataSense

Real Estate Transactions Based on Type of Development

Big Property Bets in 2023
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Selangor remains the state with the most transactions as of the 
first half of 2022. While the demand eased somewhat in H1 2022 
compared to H1 2021, the prices stayed at the same level as in 
H2 2020.

Johor and Kuala Lumpur also saw slower sales amid higher 
transacted prices YoY and only Penang recorded an increase in 
property sales. Perak, Kedah and Negeri Sembilan had the highest 
sales volume outside the key regions.

Among the four regions, Kuala Lumpur recorded the highest 
median price, followed by Selangor, Johor and Penang. However, 
of the four key regions, only Penang recorded a YoY decrease in 
median price by 4.3%. The lowest recorded median transaction 
price countrywide was Kedah at RM 255,000.

Selangor Leads 
Transactions 
Despite Slowing 
Sales

Big Property Bets in 2023
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Hotspots That Deserve Your 
Attention
Ipoh, Skudai, and Cheras took the top three spots for most transactions in H1 2022. The median transaction price for Ipoh is about 
RM 280,000, the lowest of the top three, and the median transaction price of Cheras is at RM 500,000.

Big Property Bets in 2023
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Higher asking prices were also observed (QoQ) in Nilai (Negeri Sembilan), Serdang (Kuala Lumpur), Mersing (Johor) and Seberang Prai 
(Penang). Using the asking prices as a proxy, the demand seems to shift to the districts that were within mid-ranged pricing. As the cost of 
acquisition increases, we may see more home seekers trading off the distance to work for the price.

Big Property Bets in 2023

Median Transaction Price

Source: DataSense
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Should You Buy or Sell Property in 2023?

Buyers should give themselves some buffer when committing to 
a home purchase given potential interest rate hikes and the 
uncertain economic climate ahead. Additionally, buyers need to 
manage their credit scores to secure loans. They can proactively 
improve their credit scores by paying bills on time, keeping debt 
balances low, and re-establishing a good credit history if they 
have had problems in the past.

At the macro level, sellers seeking to sell their properties will likely 
find it taking longer to transact unless they lower prices. There is 
still significant competition from unsold properties that are newly 
completed. However, some segments, such as terraced homes, 
may see a higher demand and sellers could transact at higher 
prices. Another challenge for sellers is finding a replacement 
home, as asking prices are likely to be higher too.

Building Buffers 
When Considering 
Purchases
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ConclusionConclusion



The global economic outlook for 2023 is gloomier as Central 
Banks tightened their monetary policies to stall inflation. 
Correspondingly, Malaysia's economy is projected to expand at a 
slower pace compared to 2022. While buyers were concerned 
about their job prospects, they were also impacted by the higher 
borrowing costs.

In spite of the projection of weaker performance, the residential 
market may continue to be active due to expected Government 
policies to make housing more affordable. The demand for 
homes should continue to rise as more millennials reach 
marriageable age.

At the same time, sellers are unlikely to lower their asking prices 
unless unemployment rates start to increase. If the labour market 
remains tight, sellers are more likely to wait out for higher offers.

Separately, floods brought on by climate change could be more 
of a concern among potential home buyers. As a result, we may 
see an increase in demand for home insurance against natural 
disasters.

Conclusion
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About PropertyGuru Group
PropertyGuru is Southeast Asia’s leading1 PropTech company, and the 
preferred destination for over 40 million property seekers2 to find their dream 
home, every month. PropertyGuru empowers property seekers with more than 
3.5 million real estate listings3, in-depth insights, and solutions that enable 
them to make confident property decisions across Singapore, Malaysia, 
Thailand, Indonesia, and Vietnam.

PropertyGuru.com.sg was launched in Singapore in 2007 and since then the 
Group has made the property journey a transparent one for property seekers in 
Southeast Asia. In the last 15 years, PropertyGuru has grown into a high-
growth PropTech company with a robust portfolio of leading property 
Marketplaces across its core markets; award-winning mobile apps; mortgage 
marketplace, PropertyGuru Finance; and a host of enterprise solutions now 
under PropertyGuru For Business including a high-quality developer sales 
enablement platform, FastKey, DataSense, ValueNet, Awards, events and 
publications across Asia.  

1 Based on SimilarWeb data between January 2022 and June 2022.
2 Based on Google Analytics data between January 2022 and June 2022.
3 Based on data between January 2022 and June 2022.

For more information, please visit: PropertyGuruGroup.com; PropertyGuru 
Group on LinkedIn.

https://www.propertygurugroup.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/propertyguru/


Contact
For media or press inquiries, or to understand more about the Malaysia
Property Market Outlook, contact mediaenquiry_my@propertyguru.com.my

Financial Disclaimer
This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You 
should not act upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or 
warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the 
extent permitted by law, PropertyGuru Group does not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences 
of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.
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